PROVISIONAL LIST OF 'A' ITEMS
COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
(Agriculture and Fisheries)
ECCL, Luxembourg
15 April 2019

The following items may appear on the final list of "A" items

Non-legislative activities

**Agriculture**
Council Decision on the conclusion of the Voluntary Partnership Agreement between the EU and Viet Nam on forest law enforcement, governance and trade
*Adoption*

**Transport**
Council Decision authorising the opening of negotiations on an agreement between EU and each individual European Neighbourhood Policy South country for the extension of EGNOS
*Adoption*

Council Decision on the conclusion of a Protocol amending the Agreement on Air Transport between Canada and the EU of the accession of the Republic of Croatia
*Adoption*

Amended proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion of the Air Transport Agreement between EU and Canada
*Adoption*
Health

Conclusions on "Chemical hazards in our food: EU food safety policy protects us but faces challenges" (CoA SR No 2/2019)
Adoption

Transparency

Public access to documents
Confirmatory application No 08/c/01/19
Adoption

General Affairs

Council Decision concerning the dock dues in the French outermost regions
Adoption

EU positions for international negotiations

Council Decision on the EU position at COP 9 to the Rotterdam Convention on amendments of AnnexIII
Adoption

Council Decision on the EU position at the 14th COP to the Basel Convention on amendments of Annexes II, VIII and IX
Adoption

Council Decision on the EU position at COP 9 to the Stockholm Convention on amendments of Annexes A and B
Adoption

Delegated or Implementing Acts

Energy

Decision not to oppose adoption

Decision not to oppose adoption

**Health**


Decision not to oppose adoption


Decision not to oppose adoption


Decision not to oppose adoption

**Justice and Home Affairs**

Strategy for the future customs law enforcement co-operation

Endorsement

eu-LISA Regulation: Council Decision on the conclusion of a complementary arrangement with Schengen Associated States

Adoption
Legislative deliberations

**Environment**
Regulation on CO2 standards for cars and vans (recast)  
*Adoption of the legislative act*

**Energy**
Revision of the Gas Directive  
*Adoption of the legislative act*

**Internal Market and Industry**
Directives on Copyright in the Digital Single Market  
*Adoption of the legislative act*
Regulation on SatCab  
*Adoption of the legislative act*

**Justice and Home Affairs**
Directive on Digital Content (DCD)  
*Adoption of the legislative act*
Directive on Contracts for the Sales of Goods (DSG)  
*Adoption of the legislative act*
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